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Essential Software 
Architecture

Session 1:

Introduction to Software Architecture
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Session Outline

 IT Systems Application Domain

 What is Software Architecture?

 Definitions

 What does an architect do?

 Architectures and technologies

 Further reading
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IT Systems Application Domain

 IT systems are everywhere
 Banks

 Shops

 Internet sites

 Large, complex, heterogeneous, distributed
applications

 Use commercial-off-the-shelf middleware,
databases, web servers, application packages

 Major problems are architecture design,
technology selection, application and business
integration
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What is Software Architecture?

 It’s about software design
 All architecture is software design, but not all

design is software architecture
 Part of the design process

 Simply, architecture focuses on ‘issues
that will be difficult/impossible to change
once the system is built’
 Quality attributes like security, performance
 Non-functional requirements like cost,

deployment hardware
 More on these later in this session
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Defintions - ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-
2000 
 “Architecture is the fundamental
organization of a system, embodied in its
components, their relationships to each
other and the environment, and the
principles governing its design and
evolution.”
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Definitions - SEI

 “The software architecture of a program
or computing system is the structure or
structures of the system, which comprise
software elements, the externally visible
properties of those elements, and the
relationships among them.”
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Definitions – Garlan and Shaw

 “[Software architecture goes] beyond the
algorithms and data structures of the
computation; designing and specifying the overall
system structure emerges as a new kind of
problem. Structural issues include gross
organization and global control structure;
protocols for communication, synchronization,
and data access; assignment of functionality to
design elements; physical distribution;
composition of design elements; scaling and
performance; and selection among design
alternatives.”
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Architecture Defines Structure

 Decomposition of system in to
components/modules/subsystems

 Architecture defines:
 Component interfaces

 What a component can do

 Component communications and dependencies
 How components communicate

 Component responsibilities
 Precisely what a component will do when you ask it
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Structure and Dependencies

 Excessive component
dependencies are bad!

 Key architecture issue
 Identifying components

that may change

 Reduce direct
dependencies on these
components

 Creates more
modifiable systems
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Architecture Specifies Component 
Communication 
 Communication involves:

 Data passing mechanisms, e.g.:
 Function call
 Remote method invocation
 Asynchronous message

 Control flow
 Flow of messages between components to achieve

required functionality
 Sequential
 Concurrent/parallel
 Synchronization
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Architecture Patterns/Styles
 Patterns catalogue successfully used structures

that facilitate certain kinds of component
communication
 client-server
 Message broker
 Pipeline

 Patterns have well-known characteristics
appropriate for particular types of requirements

 Patterns are very useful things …
 Reusable architectural blueprints
 Help efficiently communicate a design
 Large systems comprise a number of individual patterns
 “Patterns and Styles are the same thing – the patterns

people won” [anonymous SEI member]
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Architecture addresses NFRs

 Non-functional requirements (NFRs)
define ‘how’ a system works

 NFRs rarely captured in functional
requirements
 Aka. architecture requirements
 Must be elicited by architect

 NFRs include:
 Technical constraints
 Business constraints
 Quality attributes
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Architecture is an Abstraction

 Architecture provides an abstract view of a
design
 Hides complexity of design
 May or may not be a direct mapping between

architecture elements and software elements

 Example – A Marketecture
 informal depiction of system’s structure and

interactions.
 portray the design philosophies embodied in the

architecture

 Every system should have a marketecture:
 Easy to understand
 Helps discussion during design, build, review, sales (!)

process
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Decomposition

 Hierarchical
decomposition is a
powerful abstraction
mechanism
 Partitions design

 Allocate components to
development teams

 Why isn’t the Client
component
decomposed?
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Architecture Views

 A software architecture represents a
complex design artifact

 Many possible ‘views’ of the architecture
 Cf. with buildings – floor plan, external,

electrical, plumbing, air-conditioning
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Philippe Krutchen - 4+1 View Model

 Logical view: describes architecturally significant elements
of the architecture and the relationships between them.

 Process view: describes the concurrency and communications
elements of an architecture.

 Physical view: depicts how the major processes and
components are mapped on to the applications hardware.

 Development view: captures the internal organization of the
software components as held in e.g. a configuration
management tool.

 Architecture use cases: capture the requirements for the
architecture; related to more than one particular view
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SEI – Views and Beyond
 Module: structural view of the architecture,

comprising the code modules such as classes,
packages and subsystems

 Component and Connector: describes the
behavioral aspects of the architecture.
Components are objects, threads or processes,
and connectors describe how components
interact.

 Allocation: shows how the processes are mapped
to hardware and gives a view of the source code
in the configuration management systems.

 This course will focus on structural and
behavioral views
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What does an Architect do?

 Many responsibilities:
 Liaison with stakeholders

 Technology knowledge

 Software engineering

 Risk managements

 Long list at:
 Ask Mr. Google
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Architectures and Technologies

 Architects reduce risks by using proven
design patterns

 Must map abstract design pattern to
concrete implementation

 Software vendors have created (COTS)
technologies that explicitly support widely
used patterns
 Makes implementation of patterns easier

 Reduces risk if technology is well built
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Architectures and Technologies

 Each technology has multiple vendors/open source
versions

 Architects need to choose technology wisely
 Proof of concept prototype

 Detailed feature evaluation
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Summary

 “The life of a software architect is a long
(and sometimes painful) succession of sub-
optimal decisions made partly in the dark”
(Philippe Kruchten)

 Architecture involves complex design
decisions

 Architect role is much more than just
technical design

 Made harder by early lifecycle nature of
much of the design
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